Reference List should follow these guidelines:

APA Citations are used mostly in social and psychological science papers. Being able to properly cite all our sources is crucial as this spares us from charges of plagiarism. Citing works of others builds our paper’s credibility. So when you do, it is important not to directly quote from another source so as to complement statements we have made in our paper. This is when the knowledge of proper citation comes handy.

When writing APA Citations, you should make use of the author-date method of in-text referencing. Here are further guidelines in writing APA citations:

Here are a couple of examples of APA Citations in text:

APA citations are used mostly in social and psychological science papers. When writing APA Citations, you should make use of the author-date method of in-text referencing. It should also be noted that APA citations should be written in past tense or present perfect tense when using signal phrases to describe earlier research. An example of this would be: "Jones (1998) found that..."

Here’s an example of APA citation of a long quotation:

"Jones (1998) stated that..."